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Sherbom Garden Club

May 2, 1997

Dear Sherbom Library Tmstees and Friends of the Library,

The Sherbom Daffodil Trail was established in 1982 “under the sponsorship of the

Trustees and the Friends”, Annual Town Report, 1982.

The attached is a summation of the activities as well as the evolution of the Sherbom

Daffodil Trail Committee. It is our expectation that this will become part of your permanent

The Boggestow and Sherbom Garden Clubs have jointly managed the Sherbom Daffodil

Trail Annual Bulb Sale and Donation Appeal since 1987. The group is extremely proud

their efforts continue to commemorate the lives and service of Richard and Mary B.

Saltonstall.

Sincerely,

files.

that these joint efforts have continued to provide funds for Town Beautification and that

Margo Powicki
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SHERBORN DAFFODIL TRAIL

The following is a summation of the activities as well as the evolution of

the Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee: The minutes and other available

records, as well as the scrapbooks, are available for your review at the

Sherborn Historical Society. Copies of this have been given to the Friends
of the Library, Sher. Library Trustees, Sherborn Garden Club, Boggestow
Garden Club, Dudley and Sally Willis.

1982: After the death of Richard Saltonstall in May of 1982, The Sherborn Library

Trustees determined that a Saltonstall Memorial Committee be established. Elaine Fiske,

Library Trustee, Thurza Campbell, former Library Trustee, Jane Pockel, Founder of the

Friends of the Library, and Margo Powicki were selected to serve on this committee.

June 4, 1982: E. Fiske, T. Campbell, M. Powicki met to develop ideas for a suitable

memorial. Ideas suggested were: Library Book Fund, Commission^ Statuary for back

lawn of Library, Perennial Garden in back of Library, Daffodil Garden in back of building

which would extend to lower lawn and then establishment of a Trail. E. Fiske would
submit concepts to Sally Saltonstall Willis, daughter of Richard and Mary B. Saltonstall.

Sept. 16, 1982: The 4 members met and discussed the Willis’s approval of the Daffodil

Trail concept. It was determined that we would need a Landscape AdviscH-...Hallie Long,

Landscape Designer, for the Sherborn Library', was suggested.

Ann Robb, Artist, Farm Road w'as suggested for help with design of logo, stationery.

Oct. 5, 1982: M. Powicki met with Selectmen and presented the concept. After

discussion a very enthusiastic positive vote was taken.

Oct. 7, 1982: The 4 members met to discuss Selectmen’s approval and it was reported

that H. Long would serve as our Landscape Advisor and A. Robb would be responsible

for creating the necessary art work.

Oct. 16, 1982: Group met with H. Long. We discussed our concept of planting behind

the Library and she suggested that the more suitable area be in front of the Library «ilong

Washington Street A compromise was reached and we decided to plant 250 bulbs in each
area. (The group was concerned that the Washington Street area w'ould create a

maintenance problem due to lawn cutting and Library Fair issues....we were correct and
this planting area was dug up after a few years! ). The group had discussed the possibility

of purchasing the bulbs from a local nursery and it was recommended by H. Long that we
use the vendor that she was presently using...Messelaar’s Bulb Co. Ipswich, Ma. ( We
continued to have a good working relationship with this co. throughout the years. They
were very responsive to our needs and made adjustments when necessary, etc. It should

be noted that we were under no obligaticwn to them, we could have changed providers at any
time.)

Oct. 22, 1982: M. Powicki met with Messelaar’s and determined that they would be
very helpful, and that they would deal with us on a wholesale basis. The bulbs that we
would be purchasing would be double-nosed, top grade quality ....this quality is not

readily available at our local nurseries.

Oct. 31, 1982: Initial planting implemented.

Dec. 9, 1982: Entire group met. November evaluation of Trail site w'as review ed and it

was determined that we would establish a trail beginning at the Library, extending to the

lower lawn, go down Farm Rd. to Forest St. to l^e St. and back Farm Rd. to the

Library. A goal of planting 10,000 bulbs was established. The site of the trail and
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the amt. to be planted were symbolically connected to Wordsworth ‘s Poem! A. Robb will

ha\ e stationery ready for January. At her request we would be using Strathmore quality

paper and envelopes as well as a specific color green (sage)ink. (Every effort has been

m^e over the years to comply with this request ...there was at least one year when the ink

color w£is a ghastly Kelly green. However, as the years have gone on and the price of

paper has increased, we have had to settle for a good quality paper and envelope and
presently a foldover is being used). A” Trail Neighborfiood” letter. Town Organizations

letter, as well as, a town- wide letter needed to be formulated. Trail residents meetings need

to be planned. Town wide mailer and bulb order forms were mailed in early April with

returns expected by the end of the month. This would insure that we would be able to place

our order by the end of May. Daffodil Week will be in late April, with a “Tea” being held

at the Library at that time. A map of the town would be placed at the Library and as various

groups and residents signed up for planting areas , stickers would be appropriately placed

on the map. Bulb distribution would be in mid Sept with a town wide bulb planting to be

held in late Sept The concept of selling bulbs to individuals is we will make a

nominal profit and turn the money back into supporting the trail. It will be

preferable to have organizations donate money and manpower rather than ordering x amt
of bulbs, they will be responsible for planning and implementing and maintaining their

plantings. The concept of “sponsoring a foot of the trail” was introduced as a way to solicit

donations.

It was decided that M. Powicki would be named Coordinator, Elaine Fiske
would be Treasurer and liaison to Sally Willis, Thurza Campbell would be
Secretary. E. Fiske will set up an acct., with the local Framingham Trust
Co. and will let us use her p.o. box # as our mailing address.

The Friends of the Library had given us permission to use their Tax-free
Identification # as well as their Non-profit Mailing Permit.

A policy was established that we would develop our bulb pricing schedule
so as to not undercut the local nurseries. By evaluating catalogs each year
and discussing this with Messelaar’s we were able to accomplish this. The
wholesale pricing schedule with Messelaar’s was based on orders of over
10,000 bulbs. Out of concern for reaching this number we offered the
opportunity to purchase bulbs to the Chicotobet Garden Club in Dover.
Although, it turned out, we more than met our individual goal for the first

few years, this was not the case as time went on. Time would prove that
the Daffodil Trail bulb sales markedly increased local nursery sales of
bulbs as well as planting and fertilizing products. They were well rewarded
by our efforts! We would learn that the price of bulbs is established each
Spring and is subject to the American Dollar value on the world market.

We were the recipients of a gift of a dozen bulbs that were by products of
those that had been brought to America by some of our early settlers. This
early family had come from England around the same time as Sir Richard
Saltonstall. A few of these bulbs were planted at the Library and the rest

were planted at 177 Farm Road.(SaltonstallAVillis Property).

We joined the American Daffodil Society and were enthusiastically received
into their group. We used their slide programs for educational purposes,
received several substantial gifts of bulbs, purchased books for the library
and rec’d a periodic newsletter and magazine. They were instrumental in

suggesting we expand our bulb selections beyond the ordinary varieties and
in the course of the next few years we introduced selections from each of
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the 10 classifications of daffodils. This had varying success due the

variables of New England weather and the variable expertise of our
planters! In time we would determine that we best served the public’s

needs by selling bulbs that we had carefully evaluated . For those interested

in more unusual varieties, catalogues and purchasing through nurseries was
an option.

The Annual Town Report for year ending Dec.31, 1982 ( Board of Library
Trustees, page 61) stated, ^^Under the sponsorship of the Trustees and the

Friends, the Committee has undertaken the first planting in what will

become a town-wide Sherborn Daffodil Trail in memory of the Saltonstalls.

Each spring as the trail of daffodils blooms, the citizens of Sherborn will

be able to reflect upon the contributions of the Saltonstalls to the quality of

life to this town.”

1983: Those plans established in our Dec. 1982 meeting were implemented and we sold
25,000 bulbs

1984: Spring letter sent, April“Tea” held, 25,000 bulbs sold.

1985: Our committee sent its annual spring letter indicating that this would be our third

and final year. We indicated that we had established several new planting areas. We had

rec’d permission to rototill and plcint several of the islands throughout town. Bulbs would
be given to the neighborhoods to plant. The following areas were selected: Lake and Farm
Rd. circle. Farm and South St. circle. Woodland and Goulding SL circle, Washington and
Woodland St circle, Coursebrook Rd. circle. No. Main St. and Everett St. oval. Rte 115

and So. Main St. intersection. This was an effort to stimulate civic pride and beautification

throughout town . Of the areas selected the only one that successfully(because of

neighborhood involvement) continues is die Coursebrook Rd. Circle. The Lake/Farm is

continuing but it has been difficult to get consistent care because some of the homes have
changed hands. South/Farm marginally continues. The Everett St oval had become the

most spectacular...all 10 varieties flourished and multiplied and was a wonderful welcome
to our town. Within the past few years it was determined that revisions to the intersection

were necessary and the plcmting area w as to be eliminated. Future plans indicate that there

will be further revisions...hopefully when the dust settles this area can be redone. The
other areas have either completely petered out or are marginal at best simply because they

did not receive the attention from the neighborhood as we had anticipated. In addition,
we began sponsoring (we provided the leadership as well as the funding
and implementing of the printing and the town-wide mailing ) the Annual
Town Clean-up which we continued to do until 1990...this gave us the perfect

opportunity to remind residents to uncover their sprouting bulbs and to fertilize them also!

Throughout these 3 years many thoughts were given to the possible expansion of the Trails

marketability.. ..parades, tours, patterning our trail after the very successful Nantucket
model were all discussed. On one occasion two tour busses arrived on Sanger Street and
streams of visitors viewed the beautiful hillside. This was a turning point.. .our trail had not
been designed to become a tourist attraction...our narrow roads and minimal town
amenities were not adequate for hoards of people. The original goals of the
committee had been more than met. ,in addition ,in 1985 a Permanent
Daffodil Maintenance fund had been established. Another 25,000 bulbs
were sold this year.

1986: The committee put a notice in the newspaper indicating that we
would not be continuing with the selling of bulbs. Interest was expressed
by the Campfire Girls, Cub Scouts and the 2 Sherborn Garden Clubs.
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Financial and Time Involvement Reports( see attached) were given to each
group. It was determined that the Sherborn Garden Club(est. 1977) and
Boggestow Garden Club(est. 1986) were most appropriate organizations to

continue this project. We were especially pleased that the organizations

would be working together on this town beautification project.

A meeting was held at Carolyn Turchon’s and with 3 representatives from
each group the following decisions were made .

* This was to be a joint project.
* The money raised would be used for civic beautification.
* A Civic Beautification Fund would be established and 1986 proceeds
would go to the establishment of a Tree Replacement and Maintenance
Fund.
* The Tax- free Identification # of the Sherborn Garden Club would be
used(Boggestow had not finalized their paper work for this classification at

this time).
* In the best interest of open communication and a checks and balance
system there would be a chairman selected from one group and treasurer

selected from the other. The treasurer would also receive the order forms,
she would tally the numbers so it could be determined the # to be ordered,

and would send notices in Sept, to all purchasers to indicate pick-up day.

* Carolyn Turchon(SGC) was selected as Chairman and Mary Hirsch(BGC)
as Treasurer.

* The Sherborn Daffodil Trail logo would continue to be used, as well as.

the mailing permit of the Friends of the Library. Each year a call to the

Friends would confirm this.

Margo Powicki offered to serve in an advisory capacity, she would be the
contact person to the bulb co. and she would determine with the group the
amt. of bulbs to be purchased. She would also continue to go to Ipswich to

inspect the bulbs and finalize the paper work with Messelaars. If any
problems arose, she would be the liaison to the bulb co^.

* FYI: Bulbs are ordered in groups of 50/100/150 depending on the size of
bulb and packaging device. One would check with the supplier each year to

determine that. Once the tally was done, the bulb order would then be
rounded off, factoring in potential of **off the street ** sales and proposed
plantings. All extra bulbs would be planted bv the committee or under the
direction of the committee. Kev Statement; under the direction of the
committee!

The April letter explaining the transition went out under the signature of
Margo Powicki. This decision was made to provide for continuity. Mary
Hirsch of the Boggestow Garden Club was treasurer. Nearly 25,000 bulbs
were ordered this year.

1987: The spring letter was sent out with the names of the Sher. Daff. Trail and both

clubs. Carolyn Turchon, Coordinator and Mary Bianchetti (BGC), Treasurer .The letter

stated that the sum of $3,000 had been earmarked for the Tree Maintenance
and Replacement Fund. Phase 1 will be initiated betw een Dow se’s Comer and the Rte.

16/27 intersection. This project w ill be implemented under the direction of the Town
Improvement Advisory Committee(TIAC).
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TIAC : The Town Improvement Advisory Committee, is an offshoot of

what was once “The Town Beautification Committee”. That committee was
est. in the 1977-1979 years. (Annual Town Report 1979 Pg. 43) . (The
committee has also been referred to as The Town Center Committee) During
those beginning years the Selectmen sponsored committee received town
funding and included representatives from the Highway Dept, and the Land
Management Dept, as well as “many interested townspeople”. ( The
Sherborn Garden Club President became one of the members in the late

‘70’s.) By 1981, Prop. 2 1/2 had impacted the town budget and this

committee no longer was funded. This committee continued, chaired by
George Fiske Jr. It is not considered an “official town committee”, its

membership includes: Tom Wirth, Landscape Architect, Margo Powicki,

one of the founders of the Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee, a Selectman,

Community Maintenance and Development Rep.(usually the tree warden).
Planning Board Rep., Traffic Safety Rep., Sherborn Police Representative,

(if necessary). Open Space Planning Rep., Conservation Comm. Rep., a

member of the U.U.A. Church Property Trustees, representatives of the

two Garden Clubs, (usually the President or her designee) and interested

residents. Meetings are held according to the projects in progress. Notices

are sent to all involved. Meetings are posted with the Town Clerk’s Office.

Minute’s are kept and kept on file with George Fiske. Projects are privately

funded. TIAC does not have tax-free status or its own bank account.

Therefore, The Civic Beautification Fund with its non-profit status,

managed by the Treasurer of the combined club Daffodil Committee, is the

repository for donations as well as the proceeds of the Annual Daffodil

Mailing . Those funds deposited b\ the combined clubs are to be used only

under the direction of the two clubs . Additional donations( such as

memorial tree donations, town seal donations, etc.) placed in this acct. are
referred to as “mini accounts” in an effort to keep the records separate. All

interest received for this account is credited to the Civic Beautification

Fund.

It should be duly noted that it is preferable for the garden clubs to avail

themselves of this committee’s expertise and the broad town committee
representation... but it is not mandatory. Over the years there have been
differences of opinion as to how areas should be planted and the
recommendations of TIAC have not been used.

Planting on Town Property requires the permission of the Selectmen and
the tree warden. It’s best to check to determine if there is question as to

whether you are working on town property on not.

1988; Approx. 100,000 bulbs planted. Spring letter indicates that proceeds
of $3000 would go to No. Main St. Tree Planting. Indicates that next yr.

profits would go to recreation area along Cemetery Lane. Carolyn Turchon
(SGC) and Mary Bianchetti (BGC) still in charge. The Ward J. Parks Recreation
Area Landscaping Project was introduced. This area was especially
significant because it was Richard Saltonstall in cooperation with the
Conservation Commission that est. this area.

1989: The spring letter did not mention a $ figure for 1988 donations to the W.J. Parks
project. The financial records indicate that $2500 was placed in the WJP
fund. 1989’s letter indicates that Phase 2 ($3,000 has been set aside)of the
Tree Replacement and Maintenance Fund is on hold until road repairs are
done. Turchon/Mary Bianchetti still in charge.. It was during this year that Margo
Powicki began working with other area tow ns in establishing similar programs. In addition
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to Don er, she was working with Holliston, Medway, Mendon, Southboro, Hopkinton,

Concord, Acton, Groton, Bedford, Sandwich, Sudbury, and Saddlebrook N.J. Packets of

information and meetings uere held with nearly all these areas. This year the towns of

Dover and Medway placed orders through us. They were both charged a

portion of the delivery charge. These orders once again helped us reach our goal of

10,000. These were difficult financial times.. .the excesses of the ‘80’s had finally

hit.. .Daffodils were not priority items. Messelaar’s was also noting this effect in their

business.

1990: The spring letter indicates that $2,000 was earned in 1989 for the

W.J.P. Rec. Area. No daffodil # given. Phase 2 of the Tree program has
been implemented. This would include plantings along the Life Experience
School lawn and in front of the Citgo station on Town Property.

Present coordinator is Martha Honan(BGC) and Treasurer is Pat Lupinetti (BGC).

1991: The spring letter indicates that $1,500, 1990’s proceeds, were
designated for the W.J.P.Rec. Area. The letter also states that the

following was accomplished.

The granite posts and fencing that runs along Cemetery Lane were restored.

This decision, due to the fact that we were purchasing items other than low
maintenance plantings, required a meeting of both Garden Clubs. An on
site evaluation of the project was made with members of both clubs invited.

The meeting was coordinated by TIAC. Grace Shephard represented the

Selectmen’s Office. It was clearly indicated to both clubs by Geo. Fiske,

TIAC Chairman and Tom Wirth, Landscape Architect, that this should be
implemented as the beginning step in this W.J.P.proJect, and the decision

was made to go ahead with this phase. $4000 was allocated for Ward J.

Park Rec. area/Cemetery Lane. $2800 was spent on fence, granite posts,

timber repair , $765.50 for railings, and $150 for tree pruning...leaving a
balance at this time of $284.50 for the project.

Grass was planted on Town Property in front of the Citgo Station.

Trees were donated to each Pine Hill School student. These will be planted
at their homes and will be in honor of Arbor Day 1991.

Martha Honan (BGC) coordinator. Pat Lupinetti (BGC) treasurer.

1992: Spring letter sent, no daffodil # mentioned. 1991 proceeds were
$1,200...these were earmarked for W.J.P. Rec. area.

The Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee (Founding Committee est. in 1982),
announced that they were establishing a Permanent Landscape Endowment
Fund for the Sherborn Library. The amt. donated was $5,000. ( 1992
Annual Town Report).

Further explanation of the above: For the past 10 years the founding committee had
continued to coordinate the spring clean-up and fertilizing of the various Daffodil Areas.

This was mostly done with volunteers. High School Senior projects. Boy Scout Eagle
Scout projects and Private School Community service projects. In addition to overseeing

these projects, considerable documentation had to be submitted to the various schools and
orgs. We determined that our mission was now complete. We would now provide the

Endowment for the Library to compliment their Landscaping Budget. At this time the
SDT founding committee requested that in recognition of the original goal
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of creating a **Living Memorial” to the Saltonstall Legacy that this fund be

listed on the Annual SGC/BGC Daffodil Bulb Order and Donation Form.

Martha Honan (BGC) Chairman and Pat Lupinetti (BGC) Treasurer.

1993: Spring letter sent: Daffodil # indicates that over 150,000 has been
planted.

$1,500 from 1992 sale designated for W.J.P. Rec.Area.

$450 from 1992 sale given to Sherborn Library Landscape Endowment
Fund.

Additional proceeds of 483.45 could not be disbursed as it had to be
available for next years operating costs.

Mar>' Rhoda (BGC) Chairman and Pat Lupinetti (BGC) Treasurer

At this time Margo Powidd has indicated that she will be available for consultation...

6

years had gone by since the transition...a total of ten years of service in all... It

“seemed” as though the project was well entrenched in the workings of both clubs. Pieter

Messelaar was notified that he would be continuing to work with our group but she would
no longer be the liaison.

1994: Spring letter sent: States that over 160,000 bulbs have been planted.

Last years profits will go to the two projects...Tree Replacement and
W.J.P. Rec. Area, as well as the Lib. Endow. Fund. 288.00 donated to

SCBF and 222.50 donated to Lib. End. Fund. Additional profit of $330.33
divided between 2 projects.

No personal signature...only signed as from The Sherborn Daffodil Trail

Committee....Supported by the Boggestow and Sherborn Garden Clubs.
The order form lists Joan Dunn(SGC) and her address as depository for the
order forms. Betty Sherrat(SGC) is Treasurer...however she is not listed

as such.

1995: Spring letter sent: Over 167,000 daffodils planted. This years proceeds
will be dedicated to W.J.Parks Rec. Area and Library Fund. Treasurers
Report indicates that profits of $377.77 was divided between WJP and Lib.

Also donations of $288 was placed in SCBF Fund and $222.50 to Library
Landscape Endowment. No name on the letter, Treasurer not mentioned.
Forms to be sent to Joan Dunn.

1996: This was difficult year for this effort An evaluation of the past 3 years and the

profit margin indicate that serious decisions needed to be made. The pricing structure

needed to be changed. Last minute, but fortuitous, contact with the Post Office indicated

that there was a problem with our group sending out the annual letter with the Friends

Mailing Permit . A great deal of effort was expended on the p>art of Pattie Petrou to resolve

this issue. The documentation of the Trustees 1982 Annual Report will now substantiate

the “Sponsorship of the Friends” and the Daffodil Committee is now considered a sub
committee of the Friends. This was done at the recommendation of the Post Office . An
effort will now have to made to finalize this arrangement so we won’t have a reoccurrence

in future years. The Petrou’s gratiously offered to implement and pay for the all the

printing.. .( a $400 donation). It should be also be noted that for the last three years Joan
Dunn has coordinated a group of members who travel to Ipswich and personally pick up
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the bulbs...(a $160 annual savings).

Spring letter sent: States that over 175,000 bulbs have been planted. Indicates

that this years proceeds will be donated to the Civic Beautification Fund
and the Library Landscape Endowment Fund.

The group introduces the concept of planting daylilies in conjunction with

the daffodils.

The Annual Letter is signed the same as last year with the addition of the

Friends of the Library, with forms to be sent to Joan Dunn, (SGC). No
mention is made of B.Sherrat,(SGC)Treasurer.

1997: January: Due to considerable confusion regarding philosophy of

combined club project and use of funds, it was determined that a meeting
would be held with the Presidents of both clubs and Margo Powicki,

former chairman of The Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee.

Helen Cuddy (BGC Pres.), Robin Kakas (SGC Pres. ) and Margo Powicki met. This

summation and a abbreviated version created by M.P. were available for eveiy one to

review. (Elaine Fiske and Thurza Campbell [founding members] had review^ both prior

to the meeting). The treasurers reports from 1994-1996 were unavailable to us at that time.

Also some of the yearly letters were unavailable at the time. Despite the missing

information we were able to re-establish policies that should be helpful in the future. The
outcome of this meeting indicated that it was clear that a restructuring needed to be done in

order for the group to consider continuing this venture. A new format did not need to be

created as the original system established at the outset of the merged project had provided a

leadership framework that worked.

April: A meeting was held with Joan Dunn, SGC member and Coordinator of both clubs

Daffodil Committee. Attending were Helen Cuddy, BGC member and Treasurer of Daff.

Comm., Pat Lupinetti, former treasurer and Margo Pow icki.. The policies were reviewed

and agreed upon, all the letters that had been sent out over the years were reviewed and it

was determined that we must follow’ the dictates of the letter. Therefore the treasurers

reports would have to be reviewed to analyze fund distribution and the total amt. presently

in the No. Main St. Tree Project, the W.J.P. Rec. Area Fund, The Civic Beautification

Fund. It was determined that it was very important to have the letters signed by the

coordinator and to have the treasurer be the recipient of the order forms cind donations. This

w ould give the project the personal identity that had been missing in the past few’ years. In

addition, an effort should be considered to get mOTe publicity for the project, groups should

be encouraged to help with plantings and that a yearly budget had to established again .

Since w^e can not always depend on operating budget donations... It was determined that

$600 should be set aside from proceeds each year to underwrite the expenses of the next

year. If it is not used, the money could be carried from year to year w ith the total amt, not

to exceed $8(X).

Copies of all Annual letters from 1983-1997 w'ere given to the Treasurer and Coordinator

of this combined Garden Club Project Those statements highlighted in red and starred

clearly relate to proceeds and fund distribution.

A list of all bulbs (30 thus far) selected, the type, daffodil vs narcissus, the year they were
introduced, and an evaluation of grow th has been created. This will be kept on file with the

Daffodil Comm. And w ill be helpful for future choices.
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April 18. 1997 : A final rev iew of the finances was done by Pat Lupinetti and Margo
Powicki. A 1987-1996 proceeds/donations summation has been done and a financial

statement has been compiled for the 2 Garden Clubs.

April 1997; The annual letter and order form has been developed and includes the

recommendations of the evaluation committee. The decision has been made to continue to

sell daylilies and this year they will be purchased through Messelaar’s rather than Weston
Nursery'. This will simplify the delivery coordination needed with two providers.

The Post Office revers^ its decision from the previous year and has determined that we
can no longer use the Friends of the Library Mailing Permit. The areas of concern were

bulb sales,donations for Town Endowment Funds, planting of town trees, etc. Therefore

we had to pay for a bulk mailing vs a non-profit mailing. This increased our expenses by
50-60 dollars. A serious effort needs to done to evaluate their decision and the most cost

effective way for us to continue mailing this. It is apparent that research will have to done
on a higher level than the local Post office. A recommendation has also been made that we
consider establishing the Civic Beautification Fund wih its own identification #. This will

also need researching.

This evaluation process has given the Garden Clubs the opportunity to review and refine

this joint project, which has continued for 10 years. The group should be extremely proud

of their ongoing Town Beautification efforts on behalf of the Town of Sherbom and that

these efforts continue to commemorate the lives and service of Richard and Mary B.

Saltonstall.

mrp/1997
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THE SHERBORN DAFFODIL TRAIL

1. Cub Scouts Den 10, 25

2. Pine Hill School Students

3. Pine Hill School Students

4. Sherborn Garden Club

5. Sherborn Art Center

6. West Newton Savings Bank
7. Sherborn Explorers

8. Advisory Committee
9. American Legion Womens

Auxiliary

10. Senior Citizens

11. Unitarian Universalist Area

Church
12. Daffodil Trail Committee
13. Sherborn Selectmen

14. Sherborn Town Clerk

15. Friends of the Library

16. Library Trustees

17. Pilgrim Church Womens
Club

18. Sherborn Democratic

Committee
19. Dollars for Scholars

20. Girl Scouts

21. Sherborn Volunteers

22. Boy Scouts

23. Sherborn Republican

Committee

24. Charles River Valley

Garden Club

25. Sherborn Historical Society

26. American Daffofil Society

27. League of Women Voters

28. Camp Fire

29. Sherborn Yacht Club

30. St. Theresa's Womens Club

31. Sherborn Grange

32. Life Experience School

CONTRIBUTORS:
Sherborn Lions Club

Sherborn Businessman's

Organization

Sherborn Garden Club

American Daffodil Society
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SHERBORN
DAFFODILTRAIL

Boggestow Garden Club

Sherbom Garden Club

May 2, 1997

Dear Sherbom Library Tmstees and Friends of the Library,

The Sherbom Daffodil Trail was established in 1982 "under the sponsorship ofthe

Trustees and the Friends", Annual Town Report, 1982.

The attached is a summation of the activities as well as the evolution of the Sherbom

Daffodil Trail Committee. It is our expectation that this will become part of your permanent

The Boggestow and Sherbom Garden Clubs have jointly managed the Sherbom Daffodil

Trail Annual Bulb Sale and Donation Appeal since 1987. The group is extremely proud

that these joint efforts have continued to provide funds for Town Beautification and that

their efforts continue to commemorate the lives and service of Richard and Mary B.

files.

Saltonstall.

Sincerely,

Margo Powicki





SHERBORN DAFFODIL TRAIL

The following is a summation of the activities as well as the evolution of

the Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee: The minutes and other available

records, as well as the scrapbooks, are available for your review at the

Sherborn Historical Society. Copies of this have been given to the Friends
of the Library, Sher. Library Trustees, Sherborn Garden Club, Boggestow
Garden Club, Dudley and Sally Willis.

1982: After the death of Richard Saltonstall in May of 1982, The Sherborn Library'

Trustees determined that a Saltonstall Memorial Committee be established. Elaine Fiske,

Library' Trustee, Thurza Campbell, former Library' Trustee, Jane Pockel, Founder of the

Friends of the Library’, and Margo Pow icki were selected to serv e on this committee.

June 4, 1982: E. Fiske, T. Campbell, M. Powicki met to develop ideas for a suitable

memorial. Ideas suggested w'ere: Library’ Book Fund, Commission^ Statuary for back

lawn of Library', Perennial Garden in back of Library', Daffodil Garden in back of building

which would extend to lower law n and then establishment of a Trail. E. Fiske would

submit concepts to Sally Saltonstall Willis, daughter of Richard and Mary' B. Saltonstall.

Sept. 16, 1982: The 4 members met and discussed the Willis’s approval of the Daffodil

Trail concept. It was determined that we would need a Landscape Advisor...Hallie Long,

Landscape Designer, for the Sherborn Library', w as suggested.

Ann Robb, Artist, Farm Road w as suggested for help with design of logo, stationery'.

Oct. 5, 1982: M. Powicki met w ith Selectmen and presented the concept. After

discussion a very enthusiastic positive vote w as taken.

Oct. 7, 1982: The 4 members met to discuss Selectmen’s approval and it w as reported

that H. Long would serve as our Landscape Advisor and A. Robb would be responsible

for creating the necessary art w ork.

Oct. 16, 1982: Group met w ith H. Long. We discussed our concept of planting behind

the Library’ and she suggested that the more suitable area be in front of the Library' along

Washington Street A compromise w'as reached and w'e decided to plant 250 bulte in each

area. (The group w'as concerned that the Washington Street area would create a

maintenance problem due to lawn cutting and Library' Fair issues....we were correct and
this planting area was dug up after a few’ years! ). The group had discussed the possibility

of purchasing the bulbs from a local nursery and it was recommended by H. Long that w'e

use the vendor that she was presently using...Messelaar’s Bulb Co. Ipsw ich, Ma. ( We
continued to have a good w'orking relationship with this co. throughout the years. They
were very responsive to our needs and made adjustments when necessary, etc. It should

be noted that we were under no obligaticwi to them, w e could have changed providers at any
time.)

Oct. 22, 1982: M. Powicki met with Messelaar’s and determined that they would be

veiy helpful, and that they w'ould deal w'ith us on a w holesale basis. The bulbs that w e

w ould be purchasing would be double-nosed, top grade quality ....this quality is not

readily available at our local nurseries.

Oct. 31, 1982: Initial planting implemented.

Dec. 9, 1982: Entire group met. November evaluation of Trail site w as reviewed and it

was determined that we would establish a trail beginning at the Library’, extending to the

low er law n, go dow n Farm Rd. to Forest St. to l^e St. and back Farm Rd. to the

Library . A goal of planting 10,000 bulbs was established. The site of the trail and
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the amt. to be planted were s}'mbolically connected to Wordsworth ‘s Poem! A. Robb will

ha\ e stationery ready for Januar>’. At her request we would be using Strathmore quality

paper and envelopes as well as a specific color green (sage)ink. (Every effort has been

made o\ er the years to comply with this request ...there was at least one year >\’hen the ink

color was a ghastly Kelly green. However, as the years ha\ e gone on and the price of

paper has increased, we ha^’e had to settle for a good quality paper and en^’elope and

presently a foldover is being used). A” Trail Neighboiiiood” letter, To\\ n Oganizations

letter, as well as, a town- wide letter needed to be formulated. Trail residents meetings need

to be planned. Town wide mailer and bulb order forms w ere mailed in early April with

returns exp>ected by the end of the month. This w ould insure that we would be able to place

our order by the end of May. E)affodil Week w ill be in late April, with a “Tea” being held

at the Libraiy' at that time. A map of the town w ould be placed at the Libraiy' and as vanous

groups and residents signed up for planting areas , stickers w'ould be appropriately placed

on the map. Bulb distribution would be in mid SepL w ith a town w ide bulb planting to be

held in late SepL The concept of selling bulbs to individuals is we will make a

nominal profit and turn the money back into supporting the trail. It w ill be

preferable to have organizations donate money and manpow er rather than ordering x amL
of bulbs, they will be responsible for planning and implementing and maintaining their

plantings. The concept of “sponsoring a foot of the trail” was introduced as a way to solicit

donations.

It was decided that M. Powicki would be named Coordinator, Elaine Fiske

would be Treasurer and liaison to Sally Willis, Thurza Campbell would be
Secretary. E. Fiske will set up an acct., with the local Framingham Trust
Co. and will let us use her p.o. box # as our mailing address.

The Friends of the Library had given us permission to use their Tax-free
Identification # as well as their Non-profit Mailing Permit.

A policy was established that we would develop our bulb pricing schedule
so as to not undercut the local nurseries. By evaluating catalogs each year
and discussing this with Messelaar’s we were able to accomplish this. The
wholesale pricing schedule with Messelaar’s was based on orders of over
10,000 bulbs. Out of concern for reaching this number we offered the
opportunity to purchase bulbs to the Chicotobet Garden Club in Dover.
Although, it turned out, we more than met our individual goal for the first

few years, this was not the case as time went on. Time would prove that
the Daffodil Trail bulb sales markedly increased local nursery sales of
bulbs as well as planting and fertilizing products. They were well rewarded
by our efforts! We would learn that the price of bulbs is established each
Spring and is subject to the American Dollar value on the world market.

W'e were the recipients of a gift of a dozen bulbs that were by products of
those that had been brought to America by some of our early settlers. This
early family had come from England around the same time as Sir Richard
Saltonstall. A few of these bulbs were planted at the Library and the rest

were planted at 177 Farm Road.(SaItonstaIlA\'illis Property).

We joined the American Daffodil Society and were enthusiastically received
into their group. We used their slide programs for educational purposes,
received several substantial gifts of bulbs, purchased books for the library
and rec’d a periodic newsletter and magazine. They were instrumental in

suggesting we expand our bulb selections beyond the ordinary varieties and
in the course of the next few years we introduced selections from each of
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the 10 classifications of daffodils. This had varying success due the

variables of New England weather and the variable expertise of our
planters! In time we would determine that we best served the public*s

needs by selling bulbs that we had carefully evaluated . For those interested

in more unusual varieties, catalogues and purchasing through nurseries was
an option.

The Annual Town Report for year ending Dec.31, 1982 ( Board of Library

Trustees, page 61) stated, *^Under the sponsorship of the Trustees and the

Friends, the Committee has undertaken the first planting in what will

become a town-wide Sherborn Daffodil Trail in memory of the Saltonstalls.

Each spring as the trail of daffodils blooms, the citizens of Sherborn will

be able to reflect upon the contributions of the Saltonstalls to the quality of

life to this town.”

1983: Those plans established in our Dec. 1982 meeting were implemented and we sold

25,000 bulbs

1984: Spring letter sent, April “Tea” held, 25,000 bulbs sold.

1985: Our committee sent its annual spring letter indicating that this would be our third

and final year. We indicated that w e had established several new planting areas. We had

rec’d permission to rototill and plant several of the islands throughout tow n. Bulbs would
be given to the neighborhoods to plant. The following areas were selected: Lake and Farm
Rd. circle. Farm and South St. circle. Woodland and Goulding St circle, Washington and
Woodland St. circle, Coursebrook Rd. circle. No. Main St. and Everett SL oval. Rte 1 15

and So. Main St. intersection. This was an effort to stimulate civic pride and beautification

throughout towm . Of the areas selected the only one that successfully(because of

neighborhood involvement) continues is the Coursebrook Rd. Circle. The Lake/Farm is

continuing but it has been difficult to get consistent care because some of the homes have
changed hands. South/Farm marginally continues. The Everett SL oval had become the

most spectacular...all 10 varieties flourished and multiplied and was a w onderful welcome
to our tow n. Within the past few years it was determined that revisions to the intersection

were necessary and the planting area was to be eliminated. Future plans indicate that there

will be further revisions...hopefully when the dust settles this area can be redone. The
other areas have either completely petered out or are marginal at best simply because they

did not receive the attention from the neighborhood as we had anticipated. In addition,
we began sponsoring (we provided the leadership as well as the funding
and implementing of the printing and the town-wide mailing ) the Annual
Town Clean-up which we continued to do until 1 990.. .this gave us the p>erfect

opportunity to remind residents to uncover their sprouting bulbs and to fertilize them also!

Throughout these 3 years many thoughts were given to the px)ssible expansion of the Trails

marketability.. ..parades, tours, patterning our trail after the very' successful Nantucket
model were all discussed. On one occasion two tour busses arrived on Sanger Street and
streams of visitors viewed the beautiful hillside. This was a turning point.. .our trail had not
been designed to become a tourist attraction...our narrow roads and minimal town
amenities were not adequate for hoards of poople. The original goals of the
committee had been more than met. ,in addition ,in 1985 a Permanent
Daffodil Maintenance fund had been established. Another 25,000 bulbs
were sold this year.

1986: The committee put a notice in the newspaper indicating that we
would not be continuing with the selling of bulbs. Interest was expressed
by the Campfire Girls, Cub Scouts and the 2 Sherborn Garden Clubs.
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Financial and Time Involvement Reports( see attached) were given to each
group. It was determined that the Sherborn Garden Club(est. 1977) and
Boggestow Garden CIub(est. 1986) were most appropriate organizations to

continue this project. We were especially pleased that the organizations

would be working together on this town beautification project.

A meeting was held at Carolyn Turchon’s and with 3 representatives from
each group the following decisions were made .

* This was to be a joint project.
* The money raised would be used for civic beautification.
* A Civic Beautification Fund would be established and 1986 proceeds
would go to the establishment of a Tree Replacement and Maintenance
Fund.
* The Tax- free Identification # of the Sherborn Garden Club would be
used(Boggestow had not finalized their paper work for this classification at

th is time).
* In the best interest of open communication and a checks and balance

system there would be a chairman selected from one group and treasurer

selected from the other. The treasurer would also receive the order forms,

she would tally the numbers so it could be determined the # to be ordered,

and would send notices in Sept, to all purchasers to indicate pick-up day.

* Carolyn Turchon(SGC) was selected as Chairman and Mary Hirsch(BGC)
as Treasurer.

* The Sherborn Daffodil Trail logo would continue to be used, as well as.

the mailing permit of the Friends of the Library. Each year a call to the

Friends would confirm this.

Margo Powicki offered to serve in an advisory capacity, she would be the
contact person to the bulb co. and she would determine with the group the
amt. of bulbs to be purchased. She would also continue to go to Ipswich to

inspect the bulbs and finalize the paper work with Messelaars. If any
problems arose, she would be the liaison to the bulb co^.

* FYI: Bulbs are ordered in groups of 50/100/150 depending on the size of
bulb and packaging device. One would check with the supplier each year to
determine that. Once the tally was done, the bulb order would then be
rounded off, factoring in potential of **off the street ** sales and proposed
plantings. All extra bulbs would be planted by the committee or under the
direction of the committee. Key Statement; under the direction of the
committee!

The April letter explaining the transition went out under the signature of
Margo Powicki. This decision was made to provide for continuity. Mary
Hirsch of the Boggestow Garden Club was treasurer. Nearly 25,000 bulbs
were ordered this year.

1987: The spring letter w^as sent out with the names of the Sher. Daff. Trail and both

clubs. Carol >Ti Turchon, Coordinator and Mary Bianchetti (BGC), Treasurer .The letter

stated that the sum of $3,000 had been earmarked for the Tree Maintenance
and Replacement Fund. Phase 1 will be initiated betw een Dowse’s Comer and the Rte.

16/27 intersection. This project will be implemented under the direction of the Town
Improvement Advisory Committee(TIAC).
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TIAC : The Town Improvement Advisory Committee, is an offshoot of

what was once “The Town Beautification Committee”. That committee was
est. in the 1977-1979 years. (Annual Town Report 1979 Pg. 43) . (The

committee has also been referred to as The Town Center Committee) During
those beginning years the Selectmen sponsored committee received town
funding and included representatives from the Highway Dept, and the Land
Management Dept, as well as “many interested townspeople”.( The
Sherborn Garden Club President became one of the members in the late

‘70’s.) By 1981, Prop. 2 1/2 had impacted the town budget and this

committee no longer was funded. This committee continued, chaired by
George Fiske Jr. It is not considered an “official town committee”, its

membership includes: Tom Wirth, Landscape Architect, Margo Powicki,

one of the founders of the Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee, a Selectman,

Community Maintenance and Development Rep.(usually the tree warden),
Planning Board Rep., Traffic Safety Rep., Sherborn Police Representative,

(if necessary). Open Space Planning Rep., Conservation Comm. Rep., a

member of the U.U.A. Church Property Trustees, representatives of the

two Garden Clubs, (usually the President or her designee) and interested

residents. Meetings are held according to the projects in progress. Notices

are sent to all involved. Meetings are posted with the Town Clerk’s Office.

Minute’s are kept and kept on file with George Fiske. Projects are privately

funded. TIAC does not have tax-free status or its own bank account.

Therefore, The Civic Beautification Fund with its non-profit status,

managed by the Treasurer of the combined club Daffodil Committee, is the

repository for donations as well as the proceeds of the Annual Daffodil

Mailing . Those funds deposited b\ the combined clubs are to be used only
under the direction of the two clubs . Additional donations( such as

memorial tree donations, town seal donations, etc.) placed in this acct. are
referred to as “mini accounts” in an effort to keep the records separate. All

interest received for this account is credited to the Civic Beautification

Fund.

It should be duly noted that it is preferable for the garden clubs to avail

themselves of this committee’s expertise and the broad town committee
representation... but it is not mandatory. Over the years there have been
differences of opinion as to how areas should be planted and the
recommendations of TIAC have not been used.

Planting on Town Property requires the permission of the Selectmen and
the tree warden. It’s best to check to determine if there is question as to

whether you are working on town property on not.

1988: Approx. 100,000 bulbs planted. Spring letter indicates that proceeds
of $3000 would go to No. Main St. Tree Planting. Indicates that next yr.

profits would go to recreation area along Cemetery Lane. C!arol}TiTurchon
(SGC) and Mary Bianchetli (BGC) still in charge. The Ward J. Parks Recreation
Area Landscaping Project was introduced. This area was especially
significant because it was Richard Saltonstall in cooperation with the
Conservation Commission that est. this area.

1989: The spring letter did not mention a $ figure for 1988 donations to the W.J. Parks
project. The financial records indicate that $2500 was placed in the WJP
fund. 1989’s letter indicates that Phase 2 ($3,000 has been set aside)of the
Tree Replacement and Maintenance Fund is on hold until road repairs are
done. Turchon/Marv’ Bianchetti still in charge.. It was during this year that Margo
Powicki began working with other area tow ns in establishing similar programs. In addition
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to Dover, she was working with Holliston, Medway, Mendon, Southboro, Hopkinton,

Concord, Acton, Groton, Bedford, Sandwich, Sudburv’, and Saddlebrook N.J. Packets of

information and meetings were held \\ith nearly all these areas. This year the towns of

Dover and Medway placed orders through us. They were both charged a

portion of the delivery charge. These orders once again helped us reach our goal of

10,000. These were difficult financial times.. .the excesses of the ‘80’s had finally

hit...Daffodils were not priority items. Messelaar’s was also noting this effect in their

business.

1990: The spring letter indicates that $2,000 was earned in 1989 for the

W'.J.P. Rec. Area. No daffodil # given. Phase 2 of the Tree program has

been implemented. This would include plantings along the Life Experience
School lawn and in front of the Citgo station on Town Property.

Present coordinator is Martha Honan(BGC) and Treasurer is Pat Lupinetti (BGC).

1991; The spring letter indicates that $1,500, 1990’s proceeds, were
designated for the W'.J.P.Rec. Area. The letter also states that the

following was accomplished.

The granite posts and fencing that runs along Cemetery Lane were restored.

This decision, due to the fact that we were purchasing items other than low

maintenance plantings, required a meeting of both Garden Clubs. An on
site evaluation of the project was made with members of both clubs invited.

The meeting was coordinated by TIAC. Grace Shephard represented the

Selectmen’s Office. It was clearly indicated to both clubs by Geo. Fiske,

TIAC Chairman and Tom Wirth, Landscape Architect, that this should be
implemented as the beginning step in this W.J.P.proJect, and the decision
was made to go ahead with this phase. $4000 was allocated for Ward J.

Park Rec. area/Cemetery Lane. $2800 was spent on fence, granite posts,

timber repair , $765.50 for railings, and $150 for tree pruning...leaving a
balance at this time of $284.50 for the project.

Grass was planted on Town Property in front of the Citgo Station.

Trees were donated to each Pine Hill School student. These will be planted
at their homes and will be in honor of Arbor Day 1991.

Martha Honan (BGC) coordinator. Pat Lupinetti (BGC) treasurer.

1992: Spring letter sent, no daffcxlil # mentioned. 1991 proceeds w ere
$l,200...these were earmarked for W.J.P. Rec. area.

The Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee (Founding Committee est. in 1982),
announced that they were establishing a Permanent Landscape Endowment
Fund for the Sherborn Library. The amt. donated was $5,000. ( 1992
Annual Town Report).

Further explanation of the above: For the past 10 years the founding committee had
continued to coordinate the spring clean-up and fertilizing of the various Daffodil Areas.

This w'as mostly done with volunteers. High School Senior projects. Boy Scout Eagle
Scout projects and Private School Community serx ice projects. In addition to ox erseeing

these projects, considerable documentation h^ to be submitted to the various schools and
orgs. We determined that our mission was now complete. We would now provide the

Endowment for the Library' to compliment their Landscaping Budget. At this time the
SDT founding committee requested that in recognition of the original goal
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of creating a *^Living Memorial” to the Saltonstall Legacy that this fund be

listed on the Annual SGC/BGC Daffodil Bulb Order and Donation Form.

Martha Honan (BGC) Chairman and Pat Lupinetti (BGC) Treasurer.

1993: Spring letter sent: Daffodil # indicates that over 150,000 has been
planted.

$1,500 from 1992 sale designated for W'.J.P. Rec.Area.

$450 from 1992 sale given to Sherborn Library Landscape Endowment
Fund.

Additional proceeds of 483.45 could not be disbursed as it had to be
available for next years operating costs.

Mar>' Rhoda (BGC) Chairman and Pat Lupinetti (BGC) Treasurer

At this time Margo Powicki has indicated that she will be available for consultation...

6

years had gone by since the transition.. .a total of ten years of service in all... It

“seemed” as though the project was w ell entrenched in the workings of both clubs. Pieter

Messelaar was notified that he w ould be ccmtinuing to work with our group but she would

no longer be the liaison.

1994: Spring letter sent: States that over 160,000 bulbs have been planted.

Last years profits will go to the two projects...Tree Replacement and
W.J.P. Rec. Area, as well as the Lib. Endow. Fund. 288.00 donated to

SCBF and 222.50 donated to Lib. End. Fund. Additional profit of $330.33
divided between 2 projects.

No personal signature...only signed as from “ The Sherborn Daffodil Trail

Committee....Supported by the Boggestow and Sherborn Garden Clubs.
The order form lists Joan Dunn(SGC) and her address as depository for the
order forms. Betty Sherrat(SGC) is Treasurer...however she is not listed

as such.

1995: Spring letter sent: Over 167,000 daffodils planted. This years proceeds
will be dedicated to W.J.Parks Rec. Area and Library Fund. Treasurers
Report indicates that profits of $377.77 was divided between WJP and Lib.

Also donations of $288 was placed in SCBF Fund and $222.50 to Library
Landscape Endowment. No name on the letter, Treasurer not mentioned.
Forms to be sent to Joan Dunn.

1996: This was difficult year for this effort. An evaluation of the past 3 years and the

profit margin indicate that serious decisions needed to be made. The pricing structure

needed to be changed. Last minute, but fortuitous, contact w ith the Post Office indicated

that there was a problem with our group sending out the annual letter with the Friends

Mailing Permit . A great deal of effort was expended on the part of Pattie Petrou to resolve

this issue. The documentation of the Trustees 1982 Annual Report will now substantiate

the “Sponsorship of the Friends” and the Daffodil Committee is now- considered a sub
committee of the Friends. This was done at the recommendation of the Post Office . An
effort w ill now' have to made to finalize this arrangement so we w'on’t have a reoccurrence

in future years. The Petrou ’s gratiously crf'fered to implement and pay for the all the

printing.. .( a $4(X) donation). It should be also be noted that for the last three years Joan

Dunn has coordinated a group of members who travel to Ipswich and personally pick up
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the bulbs.. .(a $160 annual savings).

Spring letter sent States that over 175,000 bulbs have been planted. Indicates

that this years proceeds will be donated to the Civic Beautification Fund
and the Library Landscape Endowment Fund.

The group introduces the concept of planting daylilies in conjunction with

the daffodils.

The Annual Letter is signed the same as last year with the addition of the

Friends of the Library, with forms to be sent to Joan Dunn, (SGC). No
mention is made of B.Sherrat,(SGC)Treasurer.

1997: January: Due to considerable confusion regarding philosophy of

combined club project and use of funds, it was determined that a meeting

would be held with the Presidents of both clubs and Margo Powicki,

former chairman of The Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee.

Helen Cuddy (BGC Pres.), Robin Kakas (SGC Pres. ) and Margo Powicki met. This

summation and a abbreviated version created by M.P. were available for eveiy one to

review. (Elaine Fiske and Thurza Campbell [founding members] had review^ both prior

to the meeting). The treasurers reports from 1994-1996 were unavailable to us at that time.

Also some of the yearly letters were una\ ailable at the time. Despite the missing

information we were able to re-establish policies that should be helpful in the future. The
outcome of this meeting indicated that it was clear that a restructuring needed to be done in

order for the group to consider continuing this venture. A new format did not need to be

created as the original system established at the outset of the merged project had provided a

leadership framework that worked.

April: A meeting was held w ith Joan Dunn, SGC member emd Coordinator of both clubs

Daffodil Committee. Attending w ere Helen Cuddy, BGC member and Treasurer of Daff.

Comm., Pat Lupinetti, former treasurer and Margo Pow icki.. The policies were reviewed

and agreed upx)n, all the letters that had been sent out o\ er the years were reviewed and it

w'as determined that w e must follow the dictates of the letter. Therefore the treasurers

reports would have to be review ed to analyze fund distribution and the total amt. presently

in the No. Main St. Tree Project, the W.J.P. Rec. Area Fund, The Civic Beautification

Fund. It was determined that it was very important to have the letters signed by the

coordinator and to have the treasurer be the recipient of the order forms and donations. This

would give the project the personal identity that had been missing in the past few years. In

addition, an effort should be considered to get mcH'e publicity for the project, groups should

be encouraged to help with plantings and that a yearly budget had to established again .

Since w'e can not always depend on operating budget donations... It was determined that

$600 should be set aside from proceeds each year to underwrite the expenses of the next

year. If it is not used, the money could be carried from year to year with the total amt, not

to exceed $8(X).

Copies of all Annual letters from 1983-1997 w'ere given to the Treasurer and Coordinator

of this combined Garden Club Project Those statements highlighted in red and starred

clearly relate to proceeds and fund distribution.

A list of all bulbs (30 thus far) selected, the type, daffodil vs narcissus, the year they w'ere

introduced, and an evaluation of growth has been created. This w ill be kept on file with the

Daffodil Comm. And w ill be helpful for future choices.
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April 18, 1997 : A final review of the finances was done by Pat Lupinetli and Margo
Pow icki. A 1987-1996 proceeds/donations summation has been done and a financial

statement has been compiled for the 2 Garden Clubs.

April 1997: The annual letter and order form has been developed and includes the

recommendations of the evaluation committee. The decision has been made to continue to

sell daylilies and this year they will be purchased through Messelaar’s rather than Weston
Nursery. This w ill simplify the delivery coordination needed with two prov iders.

The Post Office reversed its decision from the prev ious year and has determined that we
can no longer use the Friends of the Library Mailing Permit. The areas of concern w ere

bulb sales.donations for Town Endowment Funds, planting of town trees, etc. Therefore

we had to pay for a bulk mailing vs a non-profit mailing. This increased our exjDenses by
50-60 dollars. A serious effort needs to done to evaluate their decision and the most cost

effective w'ay for us to continue mailing this. It is apparent that research will have to done
on a higher level than the local Post office. A recommendation has also been made that we
consider establishing the Civic Beautification Fund wih its ow n identification #. This w ill

also need researching.

This evaluation process has given the Garden Clubs the opportunity to review and refine

this joint project, w hich has continued for 10 years. The group should be extremely proud
of their ongoing Tow n Beautification efforts on behalf of the Tow n of Sherbom and that

these efforts continue to commemorate the lives and service of Richard and Mary B.

Saltonstall.

mrp/1997
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THE SHERBORN DAFFODIL TRAIL

1. Cub Scouts Den 10, 25

2. Pine Hill School Students

3. Pine Hill School Students

4. Sherborn Garden Club

5. Sherborn Art Center

6. West Newton Savings Bank

7. Sherborn Explorers

8. Advisory Committee

9. American Legion Womens
Auxiliary

10. Senior Citizens

11. Unitarian Universalist Area

Church
12. Daffodil Trail Committee
13. Sherborn Selectmen

14. Sherborn Town Clerk

15. Friends of the Library

16. Library Trustees

17. Pilgrim Church Womens
Club

18. Sherborn Democratic

Committee

19. Dollars for Scholars

20. Girl Scouts

21. Sherborn Volunteers

22. Boy Scouts

23. Sherborn Republican

Committee

24. Charles River Valley

Garden Club

25. Sherborn Historical Society

26. American Daffofil Society

27. League of Women Voters

28. Camp Fire

29. Sherborn Yacht Club

30. St. Theresa's Womens Club

31. Sherborn Grange

32. Life Experience School

CONTRIBUTORS:
Sherborn Lions Club

Sherborn Businessman's

Organization

Sherborn Garden Club

American Daffodil Societv
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SHERBORN
DAFFODILTRAIL

Boggestow Garden Club

Sherbom Garden Club

May 2, 1997

Dear Sherbom Library Tmstees and Friends of the Library,

The Sherbom Daffodil Trail was established in 1982 "under the sponsorship of the

Trustees and the Friends”, Annual Town Report, 1982,

The attached is a summation of the activities as well as the evolution of the Sherbom

Daffodil Trail Committee. It is our expectation that this will become part of your permanent

files.

The Boggestow and Sherbom Garden Clubs have jointly managed the Sherbom Daffodil

Trail Annual Bulb Sale and Donation Appeal since 1987. The group is extremely proud

that these Joint efforts have continued to provide funds for Town Beautification and that

their efforts continue to commemorate the lives and service of Richard and Mary B.

Saltonstall.

Sincerely,

Margo Powicki

F ( >"l
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SHERBORN DAFFODIL TRAIL

The following is a summation of the activities as well as the evolution of

the Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee: The minutes and other available

records, as well as the scrapbooks, are available for your review at the

Sherborn Historical Society. Copies of this have been given to the Friends

of the Library, Sher. Library Trustees, Sherborn Garden Club, Boggestow
Garden Club, Dudley and Sally Willis.

1982: After the death of Richard Saltonstall in May of 1982, The Sherborn Library'

Trustees determined that a Saltonstall Memorial Committee be established. Elaine Fiske,

Library' Trustee, Thurza Campbell, former Library Trustee, Jane Pockel, Founder of the

Friends of the Library, and Margo Powicki were selected to serv e on this committee.

June 4, 1982: E. Fiske, T. Campbell, M. Powicki met to develop ideas for a suitable

memorial. Ideas suggested w ere: Library Book Fund, Commission^ Statuary for back

lawn of Library, Perennial Garden in back of Library', Daffodil Garden in back of building

w hich w ould extend to lower lawn and then establishment of a Trail. E. Fiske would

submit concepts to Sally Saltonstall Willis, daughter of Richard and Mary' B. Saltonstall.

Sept. 16, 1982: The 4 members met and discussed the Willis’s approval of the Daffodil

Trail concept. It was determined that we would need a Landscape Adviscw,..Hallie Long,

Landscape Designer, for the Sherborn Library', was suggested.

Arm Robb, Artist, Farm Road was suggested for help with design of logo, stationery.

Oct. 5, 1982: M. Powicki met with Selectmen and presented the concept. After

discussion a very enthusiastic positive vote was taken.

Oct. 7, 1982: The 4 members met to discuss Selectmen’s approval and it w'as reported

that H. Long would serre as our Landscape Advisor and A. Robb would be responsible

for creating the necessary art work.

Oct. 16, 1982: Group met w ith H. Long. We discussed our concept of planting behind

the Library and she suggested that the more suitable area be in front of the Library along

Washington Street A compromise was reached and w e decided to plant 250 bulte in each
area. (The group w'as concerned that the Washington Street area w ould create a

maintenance problem due to lawn cutting and Library' Fair issues....we were correct and
this planting area was dug up after a few years! ). The group had discussed the possibility

of purchasing the bulbs from a local nursery and it was recommended by H. Long that w'e

use the vendor that she was presently using...Messelaar’s Bulb Co. Ipswich, Ma. ( We
continued to have a good w'orking relationship with this co. throughout the years. They
were very responsive to our needs and made adjustments when necessary, etc. It should

be noted that we were under no obligaticMi to them, we could have changed providers at any
time.)

Oct. 22, 1982: M. Powicki met with Messelaar’s and determined that they would be
very helpful, and that they would deal w'ith us on a w holesale basis. The bulbs that w e

w ould be purchasing would be double-nosed, top grade quality ....this quality is not

readily available at our local nurseries.

Oct. 31, 1982: Iiutial planting implemented.

Dec. 9, 1982: Entire group met. November evaluation of Trail site was reviewed and it

was determined that we would establish a trail beginning at the Library, extending to the

lower lawn, go down Farm Rd. to Forest St. to l^e St. and back Farm Rd. to the

Library . A goal of planting 10,000 bulbs was established. The site of the trail and
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the amt. to be planted were symbolically connected to Wordsworth ‘s Poem! A. Robb w ill

ha\ e stationery ready for January. At her request we w'ould be using Strathmore quality

paper and envelopes as well as a specific color green (sage)ink. (Every effort has been

m^e o\ er the years to comply with this request ...there was at least one year w hen the ink

color was a ghastly Kelly green. However, as the years ha\ e gone on and the price of

paper has increased, we ha\ e had to settle for a good quality paper and en\ elope and

presently a foldover is being used). A” Trail Neighborhood” letter. Town Organizations

letter, as w'ell as, a town- wide letter needed to be formulated. Trail residents meetings need

to be planned. Town w ide mailer and bulb order forms were mailed in early April with

returns exp>ected by the end of the month. This would insure that we would be able to place

our order by the end of May. Daffodil Week will be in late April, with a “Tea” being held

at the Libraiy' at that time. A map of the town would be placed at the Libraiy and as various

groups and residents signed up for planting areas , stickers w'ould be appropriately placed

on the map. Bulb distribution would be in mid SepL w ith a town w ide bulb planting to be

held in late Sept The concept of selling bulbs to individuals is we will make a
nominal profit and turn the money back Into supporting the trail. It will be

preferable to have organizations donate money and manpower rather than ordering x amt
of bulbs, they will be responsible for planning and implementing and maintaining their

plantings. The concept of “sponsoring a foot of the trail” was introduced as a w ay to solicit

donations.

It W'as decided that M. Pow'icki would be named Coordinator, Elaine Fiske
would be Treasurer and liaison to Sally Willis, Thurza Campbell would be
Secretary. E. Fiske will set up an acct., with the local Framingham Trust
Co. and will let us use her p.o. box # as our mailing address.

The Friends of the Library had given us permission to use their Tax-free
Identification # as well as their Non-profit Mailing Permit.

A policy was established that we would develop our bulb pricing schedule
so as to not undercut the local nurseries. By evaluating catalogs each year
and discussing this with Messelaar’s we were able to accomplish this. The
wholesale pricing schedule with Messelaar’s was based on orders of over
10,000 bulbs. Out of concern for reaching this number we offered the
opportunity to purchase bulbs to the Chicotobet Garden Club in Dover.
Although, it turned out, we more than met our individual goal for the first

few years, this was not the case as time went on. Time would prove that
the Daffodil Trail bulb sales markedly increased local nursery sales of
bulbs as well as planting and fertilizing products. They were well rewarded
by our efforts! We would learn that the price of bulbs is established each
Spring and is subject to the American Dollar value on the world market.

W'e were the recipients of a gift of a dozen bulbs that were by products of
those that had been brought to America by some of our early settlers. This
early family had come from England around the same time as Sir Richard
Saltonstall. A few of these bulbs were planted at the Library and the rest

were planted at 177 Farm Road.(SaltonstallA\lllis Property).

We joined the American Daffodil Society and were enthusiastically received
into their group. W'e used their slide programs for educational purposes,
received several substantial gifts of bulbs, purchased books for the library
and rec’d a periodic newsletter and magazine. They were instrumental in

suggesting we expand our bulb selections beyond the ordinary varieties and
in the course of the next few years we introduced selections from each of
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the 10 classifications of daffodils. This had varying success due the

variables of New England weather and the variable expertise of our
planters! In time we would determine that we best served the public’s

needs by selling bulbs that we had carefully evaluated . For those interested

in more unusual varieties, catalogues and purchasing through nurseries was
an option.

The Annual Town Report for year ending Dec.31, 1982 ( Board of Library

Trustees, page 61) stated, *^LInder the sponsorship of the Trustees and the

Friends, the Committee has undertaken the first planting in what will

become a town-wide Sherborn Daffodil Trail in memory of the Saltonstalls.

Each spring as the trail of daffodils blooms, the citizens of Sherborn will

be able to reflect upon the contributions of the Saltonstalls to the quality of

life to this town.”

1983: Those plans established in our Dec. 1982 meeting were implemented and we sold

25,000 bulbs

1984: Spring letter sent, April “Tea” held, 25,000 bulbs sold.

1985: Our committee sent its annual spring letter indicating that this would be our third

and final year. We indicated that we had established se\ eral new planting areas. We had

rec’d permission to rototill and plant sev eral of the islands throughout tow n. Bulbs w ould

be given to the neighborhoods to plant. The following areas were selected: Lake and Farm
Rd. circle. Farm and South St. circle. Woodland and Goulding Sl circle, Washington and
Woodland SL circle, Coursebrook Rd. circle. No. Main St. and Everett SL oval. Rte 1 15

and So. Main St. intersection. This was an effort to stimulate civic pride and beautification

throughout town . Of the areas selected the only one that successfully(because of

neighborhood involvement) continues is the Coursebrook Rd. Circle. The Lake/Farm is

continuing but it has been difficult to get consistent care because some of the homes have
changed hands. South/Farm marginally continues. The Everett SL ov al had become the

most spectacular.. .all 10 varieties flourished and multiplied and was a wonderful welcome
to our tow n. Within the past few years it was determined that rev isions to the intersection

were necessary and the planting area was to be eliminated. Future plans indicate that there

will be further revisions...hopefully when the dust settles this area can be redone. The
other areas have either completely petered out or are marginal at best simply because they

did not receive the attention from the neighborhood as we had anticipated. In addition,
we began sponsoring (we provided the leadership as well as the funding
and implementing of the printing and the town-wide mailing ) the Annual
Town Clean-up which we continued to do until 1 990.. .this gave us the pierfect

opportunity to remind residents to uncover their sprouting bulbs and to fertilize them also!

Throughout these 3 years many thoughts were given to the p>ossible expansion of the Trails

marketability.. ..parades, tours, patterning our trail after the very successful Nantucket
model were all discussed. On one occasion two tour busses arrived on Sanger Street and
streams of visitors viewed the beautiful hillside. This was a turning point.. .our trail had not
been designed to become a tourist attraction...our narrow roads and minima] town
amenities were not adequate for hoards of pjeople. The original goals of the
committee had been more than met. ,in addition ,in 1985 a Permanent
Daffodil Maintenance fund had been established. Another 25,000 bulbs
were sold this year.

1986: The committee put a notice in the newspaper indicating that we
would not be continuing with the selling of bulbs. Interest was expressed
by the Campfire Girls, Cub Scouts and the 2 Sherborn Garden Clubs.
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Financial and Time Involvement Reports( see attached) were given to each
group. It v»as determined that the Sherborn Garden Club(est. 1977) and
Boggestow Garden Club(est. 1986) were most appropriate organizations to

continue this project. We were especially pleased that the organizations

would be working together on this town beautification project.

A meeting was held at Carolyn Turchon’s and with 3 representatives from
each group the following decisions were made .

* This was to be a joint project.
* The money raised would be used for civic beautification.
* A Civic Beautification Fund would be established and 1986 proceeds
would go to the establishment of a Tree Replacement and Maintenance
Fund.
* The Tax- free Identification # of the Sherborn Garden Club would be
used(Boggestow had not finalized their paper work for this classification at

this time).
* In the best interest of open communication and a checks and balance

system there would be a chairman selected from one group and treasurer

selected from the other. The treasurer would also receive the order forms,
she would tally the numbers so it could be determined the # to be ordered,

and would send notices in Sept, to all purchasers to indicate pick-up day.

* Carolyn Turchon(SGC) was selected as Chairman and Mary HirschfBGC)
as Treasurer.

* The Sherborn Daffodil Trail logo would continue to be used, as well as,

the mailing permit of the Friends of the Library. Each year a call to the

Friends would confirm this.

Margo Powicki offered to serve in an advisory capacity, she would be the
contact person to the bulb co. and she would determine w'ith the group the
amt. of bulbs to be purchased. She would also continue to go to Ipswich to

inspect the bulbs and finalize the paper work with Messelaars. If any
problems arose, she would be the liaison to the bulb co^

* FYI: Bulbs are ordered In groups of 50/100/150 depending on the size of
bulb and packaging device. One would check with the supplier each year to

determine that. Once the tally was done, the bulb order would then be
rounded off, factoring in potential of **off the street ** sales and proposed
plantings. All extra bulbs would be planted by the committee or under the
direction of the committee. Key Statement; under the direction of the
committee!

The April letter explaining the transition w'ent out under the signature of
Margo Powicki. This decision was made to provide for continuity. Mary
Hirsch of the Boggestow Garden Club was treasurer. Nearly 25,000 bulbs
were ordered this year.

1987 : The spring letter was sent out w ith the names of the Sher. Daff. Trail and both

clubs. Carolyn Turchon, Coordinator and Mary Bianchetti (BGC), Treasurer .The letter

stated that the sum of $3,000 had been earmarked for the Tree Maintenance
and Replacement Fund. Phase 1 will be initiated betv\ een Dowse’s Comer and the Rte.

16/27 intersection. This project will be implemented under the direction of the Town
Improvement Advisory Committee(TIAC).
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TIAC : The Town Improvement Advisory Committee, is an offshoot of

what was once “The Town Beautification Committee”. That committee was
est. in the 1977-1979 years. (Annual Town Report 1979 Pg. 43) . (The

committee has also been referred to as The Town Center Committee) During
those beginning years the Selectmen sponsored committee received town
funding and included representatives from the Highway Dept, and the Land
Management Dept, as well as “many interested townspeople”.( The
Sherborn Garden Club President became one of the members in the late

‘70’s.) By 1981, Prop. 2 1/2 had impacted the town budget and this

committee no longer was funded. This committee continued, chaired by
George Fiske Jr. It is not considered an “official town committee”, its

membership includes: Tom Wirth, Landscape Architect, Margo Powicki,

one of the founders of the Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee, a Selectman,

Community Maintenance and Development Rep.(usually the tree warden).
Planning Board Rep., Traffic Safety Rep., Sherborn Police Representative,

(if necessary), Open Space Planning Rep., Conservation Comm. Rep., a

member of the U.U.A. Church Property Trustees, representatives of the

two Garden Clubs, (usually the President or her designee) and interested

residents. Meetings are held according to the projects in progress. Notices

are sent to all involved. Meetings are posted with the Town Clerk’s Office.

Minute’s are kept and kept on file with George Fiske. Projects are privately

funded. TIAC does not have tax-free status or its own bank account.

Therefore, The Civic Beautification Fund with its non-profit status,

managed by the Treasurer of the combined club Daffodil Committee, is the

repository for donations as well as the proceeds of the Annual Daffodil

Mailing . Those funds deposited b\ the combined clubs are to be used only
under the direction of the two clubs . Additional donations( such as

memorial tree donations, town seal donations, etc.) placed in this acct. are
referred to as “mini accounts” in an effort to keep the records separate. All

interest received for this account is credited to the Civic Beautification

Fund.

It should be duly noted that it is preferable for the garden clubs to avail

themselves of this committee’s expertise and the broad town committee
representation... but it is not mandatory. Over the years there have been
differences of opinion as to how areas should be planted and the
recommendations of TIAC have not been used.

Planting on Town Property requires the permission of the Selectmen and
the tree warden. It’s best to check to determine if there is question as to

whether you are working on town property on not.

1988: Approx. 100,000 bulbs planted. Spring letter indicates that proceeds
of $3000 would go to No. Main St. Tree Planting. Indicates that next yr.

profits would go to recreation area along Cemetery Lane. C!arol>Ti Turchon
(SGC) and Mary Bianchetti (BGC) still in charge. The Ward J. Parks Recreation
Area Landscaping Project was introduced. This area was especially
significant because it was Richard Saltonstall in cooperation with the
Conservation Commission that est. this area.

1989: The spring letter did not mention a $ figure for 1988 donations to the W.J. Parks
project. The financial records indicate that $2500 was placed in the WJP
fund. 1989’s letter indicates that Phase 2 ($3,000 has been set aside)of the
Tree Replacement and Maintenance Fund is on hold until road repairs are
done. Turchon/Maiy Bianchetti still in charge.. It was during this vear that Margo
Powicki began working with other area towns in establishing similar programs. In addition
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to Do\ er, she was working \\ ith Hollislon, Medway, Mendon, Southboro, Hopkinlon,

Concord, Acton, Groton, Bedford, Sandwich, Sudbuiy’, and Saddlebrook N.J. Packets of

information and meetings were held with nearly all these areas. This year the towns of

Dover and Medway placed orders through us. They were both charged a

portion of the delivery charge. These orders once again helped us reach our goal of

10,000. These were difficult financial times.. .the excesses of the ‘80’s had finally

hit...Daffodils were not priority items. Messelaar’s was also noting this effect in their

business.

1990: The spring letter indicates that $2,000 was earned in 1989 for the

W'.J.P. Rec. Area. No daffodil # given. Phase 2 of the Tree program has

been implemented. This would include plantings along the Life Experience
School lawn and in front of the Citgo station on Town Property.

Present coordinator is Martha Honan(BGC) and Treasurer is Pat Lupinetti (BGC).

1991: The spring letter indicates that $1,500, 1990’s proceeds, were
designated for the W'.J.P.Rec. Area. The letter also states that the

following was accomplished.

The granite posts and fencing that runs along Cemetery Lane were restored.

This decision, due to the fact that we were purchasing items other than low

maintenance plantings, required a meeting of both Garden Clubs. An on
site evaluation of the project was made with members of both clubs invited.

The meeting was coordinated by TIAC. Grace Shephard represented the

Selectmen’s Office. It was clearly indicated to both clubs by Geo. Fiske,

TIAC Chairman and Tom Wirth, Landscape Architect, that this should be
implemented as the beginning step in this W'.J.P.project, and the decision

was made to go ahead with this phase. $4000 was allocated for Ward J.

Park Rec. area/Cemetery Lane. $2800 was spent on fence, granite posts,

timber repair , $765.50 for railings, and $150 for tree pruning...leaving a
balance at this time of $284.50 for the project.

Grass was planted on Town Property in front of the Citgo Station.

Trees were donated to each Pine Hill School student. These will be planted
at their homes and will be in honor of Arbor Day 1991.

Martha Honan (BGC) coordinator. Pat Lupinetti (BGC) treasurer.

1992: Spring letter sent, no daffodil # mentioned. 1991 proceeds w ere

$1,200...these were earmarked for W'.J.P. Rec. area.

The Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee (Founding Committee est. in 1982),
announced that they were establishing a Permanent Landscape Endowment
Fund for the Sherborn Library. The amt. donated was $5,000. ( 1992
Annual Town Report).

Further explanation of the above: For the past 10 years the founding committee had
continued to coordinate the spring clean-up and fertilizing of the various Daffodil Areas.

This was mostly done with volunteers. High School Senior projects. Boy Scout Eagle
Scout projects and Private School Community service projects. In addition to overseeing

these projects, considerable documentation h^ to be submitted to the various schools and
orgs. We determined that our mission was now complete. We would now provide the

Endowment for the Library to compliment their Landscaping Budget. At this time the
SDT founding committee requested that in recognition of the original goal
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of creating a ‘‘Living Memorial” to the Saltonstall Legacy that this fund be

listed on the Annual SGC/BGC Daffodil Bulb Order and Donation Form.

Martha Honan (BGC) Chairman and Pat Lupinetti (BGC) Treasurer.

1993: Spring letter sent: Daffodil # indicates that over 150,000 has been
planted.

$1,500 from 1992 sale designated for W.J.P. Rec.Area.

$450 from 1992 sale given to Sherborn Library Landscape Endowment
Fund.

Additional proceeds of 483.45 could not be disbursed as it had to be
available for next years operating costs.

Mar>' Rhoda (BGC) Chairman and Pat Lupinetti (BGC) Treasurer

At this time Margo Powicki has indicated that she will be available for consultation.. .6

years had gone by since the transition.. .a total of ten years of service in all... It

“seemed” as though the project was w ell entrenched in the workings of both clubs. Pieter

Messelaar was notified that he w'ould be continuing to work w ith our group but she would

no longer be the liaison.

1994: Spring letter sent: States that over 160,000 bulbs have been planted.

Last years profits will go to the two projects...Tree Replacement and
W.J.P. Rec. Area, as well as the Lib. Endow. Fund. 288.00 donated to

SCBF and 222.50 donated to Lib. End. Fund. Additional profit of $330.33
divided between 2 projects.

No personal signature...only signed as from “ The Sherborn Daffodil Trail

Committee....Supported by the Boggestow and Sherborn Garden Clubs.
The order form lists Joan Dunn(SGC) and her address as depository for the
order forms. Betty Sherrat(SGC) is Treasurer...however she is not listed

as such.

1995: Spring letter sent: Over 167,000 daffodils planted. This years proceeds
will be dedicated to W.J.Parks Rec. Area and Library Fund. Treasurers
Report indicates that profits of $377.77 was divided between WJP and Lib.

Also donations of $288 was placed in SCBF Fund and $222.50 to Library
Landscape Endowment. No name on the letter, Treasurer not mentioned.
Forms to be sent to Joan Dunn.

1996: This was difficult year for this effort. An evaluation of the past 3 years and the

profit margin indicate that serious decisions needed to be made. The pricing structure

needed to be changed. Last minute, but fortuitous, contact w ith the Post Office indicated

that there was a problem with our group sending out the annual letter w ith the Friends

Mailing Permit . A great deal of effort was expended on the part of Patlie Petrou to resolve

this issue. The documentation of the Trustees 1982 Annual Report will now substantiate

the “Sponsorship of the Friends” and the Daffodil Committee is now' considered a sub

committee of the Friends. This w'as done at the recommendation of the Post Office . An
effort w ill now' have to made to finalize this arrangement so we won’t have a reoccurrence

in future years. The Petrou’s gratiously d'fered to implement and pay for the all the

printing.. .( a $400 donation). It should be also be noted that for the last three years Joan

Dunn has coordinated a group of members who tra\ el to Ipswich and personally pick up
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the bulbs.. .(a $160 annual savings).

Spring letter sent States that over 175,000 bulbs have been planted. Indicates

that this years proceeds will be donated to the Civic Beautification Fund
and the Library Landscape Endowment Fund.

The group introduces the concept of planting daylilies in conjunction with

the daffodils.

The Annual Letter is signed the same as last year with the addition of the

Friends of the Library, with forms to be sent to Joan Dunn, (SGC). No
mention is made of B.Sherrat,(SGC)Treasurer.

1997; January; Due to considerable confusion regarding philosophy of

combined club project and use of funds, it was determined that a meeting
would be held with the Presidents of both clubs and Margo Powicki,

former chairman of The Sherborn Daffodil Trail Committee.

Helen Cuddy (BGC Pres.), Robin Kakas (SGC Pres. ) and Margo Powicki met. This

summation and a abbreviated version created by M.P. were available for eveiy one to

review. (Elaine Fiske and Thurza Campbell [founding members] had review^ both prior

to the meeting). The treasurers reports from 1994-1996 were una\ ailable to us at that time.

Also some of the yearly letters w'ere unavailable at the time. Despite the missing

information we w ere able to re-establish px)licies that should be helpful in the future. The
outcome of this meeting indicated that it was clear that a restructuring needed to be done in

order for the group to consider continuing this venture. A new format did not need to be

created as the original system established at the outset of the merged project had provided a

leadership framework that w orked.

April; A meeting was held w ith Joan Dunn, SGC member and Coordinator of both clubs

Daffodil Committee. Attending w ere Helen Cuddy, BGC member and Treasurer of Daff.

Comm., Pat Lupinetti, former treasurer and Margo Pow icki.. The policies w ere reviewed

and agreed upon, all the letters that had been sent out over the years were reviewed and it

w'as determined that w e must follow the dictates of the letter. Therefore the treasurers

reports w ould have to be rex iew ed to analyze fund distribution and the total amt. presently

in the No. Main St. Tree Project, the W.J.P. Rec. Area Fund, The Civic Beautification

Fund. It was determined that it w'as very important to have the letters signed by the

coordinator and to have the treasurer be the recipient of the order forms and donations. This

would give the project the personal identity that had been missing in the past few years. In

addition, an effort should be considered to get more publicity for the project, groups should

be encouraged to help with plantings and that a yearly budget had to be established again .

Since w'e can not always depend on operating budget donations... It was determined that

$600 should be set aside from proceeds each year to undenx rite the expenses of the next

year. If it is not used, the money could be carried from year to year w ith the total amt, not

to exceed $8(X).

Copies of all Annual letters from 1983-1997 w ere given to the Treasurer and Coordinator

of this combined Garden Club Project Those statements highlighted in red and starred

clearly relate to proceeds and fund distribution.

A list of all bulbs (30 thus far) selected, the type, daffodil vs narcissus, the year they were
introduced, and an evaluation of growth has been created. This w ill be kept on file with the

Daffodil Comm. And will be helpful for future choices.
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April 18. 1997 : A final review of the finances was done by Pat Lupinetti and Margo
Pow icki. A 1987-1996 proceeds/donations summation has been done and a financial

statement has been compiled for the 2 Garden Clubs.

April 1997; The annual letter and order form has been developed and includes the

recommendations of the evaluation committee. The decision has been made to continue to

sell daylilies and this year they will be purchased through Messelaar’s rather than Weston
Nursery'. This will simplify the delivery coordination needed with two providers.

The Post Office revers^ its decision from the previous year and has determined that we
can no longer use the Friends of the Library Mailing Permit. The areas of concern were

bulb sales,donations for Town Endowment Funds, planting of town trees, etc. Therefore

we had to pay for a bulk mailing vs a non-profit mailing. This increased our expenses by
50-60 dollars. A serious effort needs to done to evaluate their decision and the most cost

effective way for us to continue mailing this. It is apparent that research will have to done
on a higher level than the local Post office. A recommendation has also been made that we
consider establishing the Civic Beautification Fund wih its own identification #. This will

also need researching.

This evaluation process has given the Garden Clubs the opportunity to review and refine

this joint project, which has continued for 10 years. The group should be extremely proud
of their ongoing Town Beautification efforts on behalf of the Town of Sherbom and that

these efforts continue to commemorate the lives and service of Richard and Mary B.

Saltonstall.

mrp/1997
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SHERBORN DAFFODIL TRAIL

25™ ANNIVERSARY ~ May 2007

Nothing says springtime as joyfully or as beautifully as vistas of naturalized daffodils. In

the woodlands, outlying fields, orchards, amongst shrubberies, in lawns, along

stonewalls, or encircling ponds, they create a spellbinding and memorable picture. From
that vision evolved the Sherbom Daffodil Trail, a living tribute to commemorate the lives

and service of Richard and Mary B. Saltonstall.

The Board of Tibrary Trustees, Annual Town Report for year ending Dec.3 1, 1982

stated, Under the sponsorship ofthe Trustees and the Friends, the Committee has

undertaken the first planting in what will become a town-wide Sherbom Daffodil Trail in

memory of the Saltonstalls. Each spring as the trail of daffodils bloom, the citizens of

Sherbom will be able to reflect upon the contributions of the Saltonstalls made to the

quality of life to this town.’’

And here we are 25 years later celebrating what truly has become a living memorial to

these special people. At the same time we are celebrating the Sherhorn Spirit that has

prevailed and turned this vision into an ongoing Town Beautification project that will

have a lasting effect for further generations.

Let's again go back to those early years; in the spring of 1982 the Sherbom Librarv'

Board of Trustees established the Memorial Committee.

Elaine Fiske, Library Trustee, Thurza Campbell, former Library Trustee, Jane Pockel,

Founder of the Friends of the Library, and Margo Powicki were selected to serve on that

committee.

That spring several ideas; were submitted to the SaltonstalFs Family. Those included the

following concepts: A Library Book Fund, Commissioned Statuary for the back lawn of

the Library, a Perennial Garden, or a Daffodil Garden in back of the building, one which

would extend to the lower lawn and the establishment of a Trail that might wind its way

throughout the town. The later concept was the one selected by the family.

Anne Bell Robb of Kedron Design and a Farm Road resident soon joined our group.

Anne, an itinerant painter graciously offered to create our logo, a timeless design, and

also created a map of the planting areas in town.

Flallie Long, the Library’s Landscape Designer became our advisor and it was she who

introduced us to the Messalaar Bulb Co. of Ipswich, Massachusetts: a connection that has

served us well for all these years. We are so pleased that owner Pieter Messalaar has

joined us this evening.

Thurza Campbell must be given credit for determining that the Trail would begin at the

Library, travel down Farm Road, Forest and Lake Streets circling Farm Pond.

The inspiration and establishing the goal of planting 1 0, 000 Daffodil bulbs must be

given to the poem by William Wordsworth. It should also be mentioned that we gleaned
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some of our concepts from the very successful Nantucket Daffodil Project as well as one

that had been created in Barnstable, on Cape Cod.

But actually we didn’t have to go out of town for mentors. Mr. Fisher of Maple Street had

the most charming Daffodil Garden beneath the trees along his babbling brook, Esther

Parker’s gardens along Farm Pond were memorable, Kitty Wheelwright Flarwood’s

naturalized Daffodil beds on Hunting Lane were simply beautiful and of course, Mary B.

Saltonstall’s gardens served as further inspiration. Mr. Fisher, Esther and Kitty all

provided much advise during the early days, and each year Kitty never failed to call me
and remind me about fertilizing and deadheading the plants.

The Daffodil Trail Committee planted 500 bulbs that Fall and during the winter and

following spring we busily coordinated a series of events in which the concept was

presented to Town Boards, neighborhoods, and many of the town organizations.

In reviewing my calendar from that year I actually made 48 presentations, Jane Pockel,

hostess extraordinaire helped to coordinate a series of teas and tonight she joins us in

spirit to celebrate this one. How impressed she would be with this stunning reception.

In April of 1982, just as the first Daffodil shoots appeared, a town-wide mailer was sent.

The letter explained the beautification program; it invited residents to participate by

sponsoring a foot of the Trail for $1 5, or by planting on a special weekend in September

or by ordering a selection of bulbs for their personal use.

The response was swift, enthusiastic, and amazing; individuals, groups and organizations

all eager to contribute to this living memorial overwhelmingly supported it. Elaine Fiske

became very busy coordinating the orders and handling the finances. The Fiske's barn on

Hollis Street was to become the bulb distribution center for several years and one of my
more memorable trips to Ipswich was in one of the Fiske Farm Trucks, memorable

because we were driving with an outdated inspection sticker and somehow' we avoided

notice by ever-present police stationed all along Rte. 1 A.

In the fall of 1983, a huge map of Sherborn was set up in the Library. Different planting

spots throughout town were marked on the map and over 32 different organizations

signed up to plant bulbs. It was duly noted that the Democrats were the first organization

to donate funds and to sign up for a planting area. And in the spirit of gentle persuasion,

in due course, the Republicans came on board and had a spectacular event, with a huge

Paper Mache Elephant in attendance. Always looking for that wonderful photo op and an

opportunity to shake a few hands Sen. David Locke and the Elephant Publishing Co.

became strong supporters.

Wonderful events were held around these plantings:

Picnics, tailgate parties, cookouts. Annual Daffodil Teas, Art Shows, luncheons, bridge

parties, Mini-tours around town were held. Dick Lavash, a true wine connoisseur and the

manager of Sherborn Liquors was soon to find out, much to his chagrin, that his biggest

seller was a really inexpensive white zinfandel, which had a wonderful daffodil logo. He
sold it by the caseload.

Heimar Niit, stopped production at Door Systems and put his men to work creating 100

or more daffodil stakes, yes, green stakes with large yellow Daffodils, these were used to

depict the different planting areas and their sponsoring organizations.
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Beverly Niit was inspired to write several poems, one noted that we got everyone to

plant, both young and old, even Democrats and Republicans we we been told.

We received major contributions from several town organizations and individuals

throughout town planted thousands of bulbs. Neighbors got to meet neighbors, residents

joined forces to help wherever necessary and it truly became a community effort. Two
gentlemen living on Sawin Street wowed us with their generous donations as well as their

fabulous plantings. Unfortunately they did go to jail for embezzlement but we were never

victimized by them. Tony Cataldo planted 1000s along his property downtown and our

town soon became a major focal point for the area. Elbe Webster and Dot Widmayer
volunteered at several of the plantings, John Kostick always showed up with his pick-ax

shovel and brute strength, Grace Marie Talbert, a devoted school nurse became the

recipient of all those baby bulbs that ended up in the bottom of the crates. She

successfully nursed them along to become part of her beautiful So. Main St. Spring

Garden, Betsy Johnson shared her love of horticulture and history and planted bulbs at

the Farm Road Cemetery as well as at the Middle School in Dover. The Drew's on

Pleasant St. joined their Maple St. neighbors and did extensive plantings. The Cub Scouts

helped the students of the Life Experience School, Eagle Scouts and the Rivers and

Noble and Greenough Students created projects that assisted our efforts. Woodhaven
residents planted in their landscaped areas and my Mother planted over a thousand bulbs

along Woodhaven’s rambling stonewalls. The daffodils continue there today and her

great grandson as a D/S Community Service project has restored these areas. Each spring

we await the first blooms and over the years it was always a toss up as to whether it

would be Flo and A1 Ramsley's on Farm Road, or Frank and Nancy Hess's on So. Main

St. or maybe Gail Cronin’s on Washington St. This year I think Library Trustee Marie

Owens on Washington St. has won the distinction.

Our committees joined the American Daffodil Society and were enthusiastically received

into their group. We used their slide programs for educational purposes, received several

substantial gifts of bulbs, purchased research books for the library and rec'd significant

recognition in their periodicals. They were instrumental in suggesting we expand our

bulb selections beyond the ordinary varieties and in the course of the next few years we
introduced selections from each of the 10 classifications of daffodils. We were also the

recipients of a gift of bulbs that were by-products of those that had been brought to

America in 1632. This early family had come from England around the same time as Sir

Richard Saltonstall. A few of these bulbs were planted at the Library and the rest were

planted on the Saltonstall-Willis Property.

Daffodils, now a symbol of Sherborn, became the inspiration for many of the Town’s

organizations and the schools. Students at Pine Hill wrote about their virtues in the

School Literary Magazine, The Key; some of their efforts are presently on display at the

library. The Playground Committee encouraged everyone to buy one of their Daffodil

Banners, the Art Association had a photography contest, and Art exhibits were held . . ..all

featuring our daffodils. Some of them are here on display tonight; others are on display at

the library.
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Cookbooks featured them, and Daffodil inspired quilts were made, Seddon Ryan Wylde
of Wylde Weaves included them in her Sherborn Lap Robe and Erica Reitmayer. of

Promotional Products integrated them into her “Celebrate Sherborn” designs. The
Brodkins, residents of Farm Road named their prize-winning Horse Stable, Daffodil Hill

Farm. Why even Elaine Fiske was designing Daffodil knitwear and Thurza Campbell

was sharing her embroidery talents on articles of clothing.

One of Sherborn's mailmen noted how much joy he received each time he delivered mail

to a box surrounded by daffodils. That same person. Eliot Taylor, then went on to plant

bulbs at Pine Hill Cemetery. The bulbs were planted by those graves of people who
maybe had been long forgotten but had been long a part of Sherborn.

Our project was the subject of countless newspaper articles and we soon served as

counsel to 15 area towns as they started similar endeavors.

Our goal of 10. 000 bulbs were surpassed the very first year, 25, 000 were sold.

Subsequent years had similar totals and by 1985 the original objective of our committee

had been achieved. In addition, an annual Town Clean-up Program had been well

established and $5000 was placed in a permanent landscape endowment fund for the

Sherborn Library.

In 1986, under Carolyn Turchon’s able guidance the Boggestow Garden Club and the

Sherborn Garden Club became the coordinators of the Sherborn Daffodil Trail

Committee. A portion of each year's bulb sales is donated to the Library Landscape

Endowment Fund.

They, for many years, in conjunction with the George Fiske's Town Improvement

Advisory Committee (TIAC) did many Beautification Projects that people now enjoy

year round. Most notable of those was a Tree Replacement Planting Project. Those

efforts, as well as the continuing planting of Daffodils under their able leadership carry

on to this day.

Yes, for 25 years the Sherborn Daffodil Trail has brought great joy and inspiration to our

townspeople and in speaking for the original committee, our greatest joy has been to see

our goal of creating a living memorial continued.

Thank you for joining us this evening.

Margaret R. Powicki ~ May 2007

Addendum:

In 2013, the Boggestow Garden Club and the Sherborn Garden Club voted to end their

partnership in order to pursue other projects. A significant donation was made to the

Sherborn Library Landscape Endowment Fund. The Sherborn Garden Club has chosen to

continue the sale of Bulbs through their “Sherborn in Bloom” initiative.

Margaret R. Powicki ~ March 2015
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